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Theory of Tackiness

Cyprien Gay* and Ludwik Leibler†

Laboratoire CNRS–Elf Atochem (UMR 167), 95, rue Danton, B.P. 108, 92303 Levallois-Perret cedex, Fra
(Received 15 April 1998)

We show that the interplay between surface roughness on micron scale and air suction can yie
tack energies much higher than thermodynamic surface energies. Our model provides a quantitati
interpretation of highly nonlinear force-versus-separation curves which are usually observed whe
adhesion forces and energies are high. [S0031-9007(99)08393-3]

PACS numbers: 46.55.+d, 68.35.Gy
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A substance appears sticky when some work is requir
to remove one’s finger from it. This property is known a
tackiness. Day-to-day examples are very numerous a
usually involve polymer films. Controlling the tackines
of materials is important in many applications. Fo
example, in pressure-sensitive adhesives a high tackin
is desired, whereas, conversely, coatings and pain
which are made roughly from the same polymers, shou
not be sticky. The feeling of tackiness is due both
the high energy dissipated during the bonding-debondi
cycle, and to the high force required to separate the pro
(finger) from the polymer film. In some case, the tac
energy can be very high, up to104 times as large as
the thermo-dynamic Dupré workW associated with the
difference in surface energies. Qualitatively, this hig
tack energy has been associated with a strong viscoela
dissipation in the polymer film [1,2]. From the large bod
of experiments, two situations can be distinguished: eith
the dissipation is mainly due to a fracture that propaga
along the substrate [3–5] or it arises through a much mo
complex mechanism where the polymer film is split int
separate filaments or fibrils during the debonding proce
[6]. It appears that in many situations where fibrillatio
occurs during debonding, the traction curves obtained
from reproducible experiments (where a metallic prob
is used rather than a finger) resemble that presented
Fig. 1. In the experiments, the separation rate is ke
constant. The measured force presents a strong pea
start with, and then does not fall to zero, but rather sta
essentially constant or rises slightly, till the probe final
separates from the film at a relatively high deformatio
Both the maximum stresspmax and the tack energyG
(area below the curve) can be very high. The reason
such a shape of the traction curve is still a mystery, a
more generally, the values of the maximum stress and
the tack energy are not explained quantitatively.

The aim of the present Letter is to describe a mech
nism for the very nonlinear behavior of the film during
debonding. For the first time, it takes into account th
role of air bubbles at the interface to give quantitativ
predictions for the value of the maximum traction force
for the plateau value and for the tack energyG, in the case
of an elastic material.
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It has been observed for a long time that the surfa
roughness of the solid probe greatly affects the ta
energy [8], and this was attributed to the restriction
the true area of contact with the polymer film [8,9] durin
the bonding stage. Indeed, tacky polymeric materials
usually soft (typical modulus value105 Pa [1]). Thus, the
van der Waals surface forces alone are able to defo
the polymer film surface and an intimate contact can
achieved, despite the probe surface roughness. We s
that the roughness can also provide an explanation
the stress peak. Indeed, air bubbles can be trapped
the interface and lead to a “suction-cup” effect. We al
show that the resulting adhesion reinforcement can ca
fractures to propagate inside the material, thus creat
fibrils. The stress at the fracture head is constant dur
propagation, and this accounts for the stress plateau
the traction curve. In the present model, we assu
that the material is purely elastic: it is supposed
be incompressible, and it is characterized by its elas
modulusE and by the maximum tensile stresstf it can
withstand before it starts to fracture. Our approach

FIG. 1. Typical stress curve observed (Ref. [7]) at impos
displacement (constant separation rate). The traction fo
increases sharply upon separation. It then strongly decrea
again and reaches a plateau, until it decreases further to z
Our model predicts that the plateau should shorten and that
peak should increase with increasing modulusE (see Fig. 5).
Inset: Usual experimental geometry.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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restricted to scaling laws: numerical factors are omitte
in most formulas.

When two materials are brought into contact, the
surface roughnesses are crucial to determine the qua
of contact and hence the intensity of adhesion. Becau
of the nonconformity of the surface shapes brought in
contact, the true area of contact is not equal to the nomin
one. For deformable solids, the true area of conta
depends strongly on the pressure applied to maintain
contact and on the attractive surface forces (e.g., van
Waals interactionsW).

Indeed, even in the absence of external pressure (loa
the surface forces are able to deform soft solids on t
length scale of the roughness, and the area of cont
in nonzero [8–10]. For rigid materials, the true area o
contact is restricted to the summits of the rough surface
When E ø E? ; WDyS2 (where S is the roughness
amplitude, andD its typical wavelength), the true area o
contact is of order of half the nominal area of contact, an
therefore it saturates [9] whenE # E?. In the present
approach, we are interested in the soft regimeE # E?,
and we argue that yet another phenomenon takes pla
namely, the formation of air bubbles: the contact betwe
both materials includes, in particular, the saddle poin
and thus causes air to be trapped [11].

Typical values for the roughness of a metallic prob
[8] are s . 1 mm (amplitude) andd . 10 mm (wave-
length). The corresponding radius of curvature of th
asperities and hollows is of orderd2ys . 100 mm.
The surface roughness of the polymer film plays a
important role as well [12]. It strongly depends on
the formation and coating procedures. For our pu
pose, we shall take the following estimation: film
roughness amplitude S  5 mm and wavelength
D  100 mm, corresponding to a radius of curvatur
of order D2yS . 2 mm. Taking W  5 3 1022 Jym2

as the Dupré energy, we see that typical valu
E . 2 3 104 Pa for the polymer elastic modulus are be
low both critical valuesE?

probe ; Wdys2 . 5 3 105 Pa
and E?

film ; WDyS2 . 2 3 105 Pa. In the present
case of soft films (E , E?

probe and E , E?
film), two

populations of bubbles appear (Fig. 2, bottom left
Macrobubbles are induced by the long wavelength of th
film roughness. They are surrounded by a continuo
contact zone which contains microbubbles induced by t
shorter wavelength of the probe roughnesssd , Dd.

Because of both roughnesses, the contact between
probe and the film is very nonhomogeneous. In order
describe the resulting complex behavior, it is necessa
to describe first the response of the contact zone arou
the macrobubbles and therefore to understand the role
the microbubbles. We therefore determine below how t
local displacementx, taken at some distanced away from
the microbubbles (d . d, so that the nonhomogenities
due to the microbubbles are averaged out), is related
the stresst at the same point. The bubble widthBm and
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FIG. 2. Interface geometry. When the probe and film surfa
roughnesses combine, two populations of bubbles are pres
at the interface (left): macrobubbles (diameterBM) originate in
the film roughness (larger wavelengthD), and microbubbles
(diameterBm) are due to the roughness of the metallic prob
(wavelengthd ). The area of contact around the macrobubbl
is continuous and contains microbubbles. During tractio
macrobubbles widen and finally merge (percolation, top righ
Air is then pumped in (suction), and there remain contact sp
that include microbubbles (bottom right).

depthbm result from a balance between different effect
air compression or expansion inside the bubble, elas
deformation of the polymer film around the bubbles an
surface forces. These components can be summarize
the following free energy:

F .
Z v

v0

sp0 2 pddv 1 B3
mEsbmyBmd2 1 WB2

m . (1)

The first term describes the compression of air fro
the atmospheric pressurep0 to p  p0v0yv when the
initial volumev0 . sd2 is changed to the current bubble
volume v. The volumev . bmB2

m is directly related
to the mesoscopic displacementx if the polymer is
incompressible:v  v0 1 d2x  v0s1 1 xysd. The
bubble depthbm is much greater than the initial bubble
depths. Hence, the material that surrounds the bubb
can be modeled as a flat polymer sample penetrated b
hard sphere of radiusB2

mybm over a distancebm. Hence,
for small deformation [10]ss ø bm ø Bmd, the elastic
energy (second term) is roughly that of a volumeB3

m

deformed by a factorbmyBm. The third term accounts
for surface interactions (W is the Dupré energy that is
gained per unit surface area when the contact is formed

Suppose now that traction is being performed local
in a quasistatic manner. At any imposed positionx,
the compression energy [first term of Eq. (1)] is fixed
Minimizing the remaining two terms with respect toBm,
keeping B2

mbm  v  v0s1 1 xysd fixed, yields the
bubble diameter and the resulting mesoscopic stress:

Bmsxd . dsEyE?
probed1y5s1 1 xysd2y5 , (2)
937
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#
, (3)

where

E2 ; p
5y2
0 s1y2dyW3y2 . (4)

The first term of Eq. (3) accounts for the fact tha
increasing the bubble volume through traction amoun
to working against the atmospheric pressure. The seco
term corresponds to the elastic deformation of the polym
that surrounds the bubble. The shape of the local respon
that corresponds to Eq. (3) presents a stress maximum,

t0  p0f1 1 sEyE2d1y2g . (5)

Equation (2) shows that the microbubbles widen. A
some point after the stress maximum, the bubble dime
sion reachesBmsxd ø d and the microbubbles merge (re-
verse percolation of the area of contact).

Let us now impose a macroscopic traction displaceme
X . 0. It is mainly absorbed by the (weaker) macro
bubbles, which thus increase in sizefV  V0s1 1

XySdg. First, the macrobubbles swell (bM increases) but
do not widen. The local stress increases corresponding
in the vicinity of the microbubbles:t? . EbMyBM . At
some point,t? reaches the maximum of the local traction
curve [Eqs. (3) and (5)]. At this point, the evolution of
those microbubbles located in the vicinity of a macro
bubble is unstable since they are subjected to the impos
stresst? $ t0 (rather than imposed displacementx): the
microbubbles therefore merge (see Fig. 3). The film thu
locally debonds from the probe and the macrobubbl
widen (BM increases). The macrobubble evolution i
stable, however. Indeed, at any imposed positionX, if
the microbubble diameterBM were becoming too large,
the local stresst? . EbMyBM  VsXdyB3

M would
decrease belowt0, thus preventing any further local
debonding andBM increase.

Hence, the local stress is fixedst? . t0d and the
bubble dimensions are deduced from the fixed volume co
dition fbMB2

M  V  V0s1 1 XySdg. Eventually, at
some displacementXpop (such thatBM ø D), the macro-
bubbles get connected. The air pressure is smaller
side the bubbles than outside, since their volumeV is
increased. Hence, air is pumped into the macrobubb

FIG. 3. Mechanism for macrobubble widening. The stres
t? around the macrobubble tends to swell the surroundin
microbubbles. If it exceeds the valuet0, these microbubbles
merge and open into the macrobubble. Vertical dimensions a
overmagnified.
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whenX  Xpop and causes a weak “pop” sound, simila
to the behavior of a suction cup. Clearly, the bubble vo
ume and shape are different at this stagesX  Xpopd from
what they were at the initial contactX  0 (for instance,
bM . S), and that is one source of irreversibility.

The whole process is thus accompanied by high stre
inhomogeneities. Yet one can argue that at the perco
tion threshold, the bubbles and their vicinity represent v
tually the whole nominal surface. Hence, the macroscop
stress at suction (Fig. 2, top right) is just slightly weake
than the local stress near the macrobubbles:p ; t?yk,
where k is a numerical factor that depends on the d
tailed geometry (k is somewhat larger than unity, say
k . 2). As we now show, if the polymer can frac-
ture above some stresstf that is slightly lower thant0
(namely,t0yk , tf , t0), the above surface debonding
mechanism is followed by a regime of fracture propa
gation. Consider a region of the wavy surface (Fig.
top). The most likely location of a fracture initiation
is at point F3, i.e., in the valley around a contact spo
Indeed, the polymer is laterally stretched at pointF3,
which is not the case at pointsF1 and F2. Conversely,
nothing happens before the reverse percolation has ta
place: on the one hand, the stress is insufficient at
sample side for a horizontal, cohesive fracture to ini
ate spmax  t0yk , tfd; on the other hand, there is no
preferential direction for fracture opening at a bubble ce
ter F3 (Fig. 4, bottom), even though the stress intensi
t? may be sufficient there. Once suction has occurre
however, fractures will initiate along the valleys betwee
neighboring peaks (see Fig. 4, top). Fractures then pro
gate vertically through the film thickness. The stress
the fracture tip is equal totf once it has started. The

FIG. 4. Conditions for fracture initiation. Note that the
amplitude of roughness has been magnified for clarity. To
The various components of the stress tensor make it m
favorable for a fracture to start along the valley lines betwe
contact spotsA (point F3) than elsewhere at the interface (F1 or
F2). Bottom: Before the reverse percolation has taken pla
however, there is no preferential direction for fracture initiatio
in the bubblesB and fracture cannot start, even though th
stress intensity could be sufficient.
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FIG. 5. Predictions of the model, using the parameter valu
given in the text, and takingtf  const. The tack energyG
has a strong dependence on the elastic modulusE, whereas the
traction peakpmax varies mildly.

macroscopic traction stress is thenp . tfyk. Hence,
the fracture initiation, which occurs just after suction i
this case, causes a sudden decrease in the traction s
from p ø t0yk to p ø tfyk, and that is the reason for
the peak in the stress curve. The stress at the cont
spots also decreases (fromt? . t0 to t? . tf), and is
thus lower than that required for further detachment
the polymer from the probest? > tf , t0d. Hence, the
contacts remain firmly attached thanks to the reinforcin
presence of the microbubbles, and the fractures prop
gate further as the probe is being pulled back. The
progressively create fibrils. Propagation stops when t
fracture heads reach the solid substrate on the oppo
side of the film. During fracture propagation, the pa
of the film that is turned into fibrils is thus elongated b
a factortfyE. The displacement corresponding to com
plete fibril formation is proportional to the film thick-
enss:Xrupt . HtfyE. While this displacement is being
performed, stress remains constantsp . tfykd and this
corresponds to a plateau in the stress-displacement cu
Once the entire film is turned into fibrils, the stress is st
of the order oftf inside the fibrils themselves. Furthe
elongation of the fibrils by a small factor is then possible
but soon the stress at the contact spots reachest0, and
the fibrils thus debond from probe. Correspondingly, th
traction stress increases slightly and then soon vanish
The energy that corresponds to the fibrillation mechanis
can be estimated as

G . Xrupttfyk . Ht2
f ykE , (6)

which can be very high indeed: takingE . 2 3 104 Pa,
tf . 8 3 104 Pa, and H . 100 mm, one gets
G . 16 Jym2.

With the usual roughness characteristics for a me
probe, one hasE , E2 . 3 3 106 Pa, and therefore
t0 . p0 [Eq. (5)]: tf has to lie betweenp0yk and p0,
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in the present version of the model (zero applied conta
pressure). For a much smoother probe (such as glass),
can haveE . E2 and much higher values oft0 andtf.

The most rewarding feature of the present mod
is that by taking into account both the film and th
probe surface roughnesses and understanding the
of air suction, it was possible to obtain quantitativ
predictions both of the high tack energy [Eq. (6)] an
of the maximum force necessary for separating the tw
surfacesspmax . t0ykd. Such predictions can be teste
using different parameters: elastic modulus of the polym
(e.g., by adjustable cross-linking [7]; see predictions o
Fig. 5), surface interactions (e.g., by chemical treatmen
film surface roughness (by varying the film depositio
method), and even atmospheric pressure (in a control
experiment) on a more microscopic scale. In the pres
Letter, we focused on soft, thick films (E , E? andH .

D) under zero applied pressure. Other regimes dese
a more thorough study and will be published separate
For instance, if pressure is applied in such a mann
that air is driven away, the suction-cup effect will b
more pronounced and a higher adhesion will be achiev
It will also be interesting to include viscoelastic effect
which can be important to predict the dependence of t
tack energy on contact time and debonding speed a
for melts or weakly cross-linked materials often used
practical applications.
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